
A Cohesive 
Whole

SwiSS project developer dN2M 
bought aN eMpty SuperMarket iN 
wiNterthur, aNd eM2N architectS 
coNverted the buildiNg iNto five 

uNuSual apartMeNtS. 
Text Katharina Marchal / Photos Roger Frei

The supermarkeT before renovaTion.

WindoWs WiTh vieWs of The sur-
roundings assume random posiTions 
in The façade.
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Swiss architecture firm EM2N can be called 
‘masters of transformation’: witness, for instance, 
the Viaduct Arches in Zurich (see Mark #28, 
p. 80) or the conversion of a former milk-
processing factory in the same city, a project 
that is currently under way. In 2013 the building 
will be home to two universities and include 90 
apartments, as well as cultural spaces. In EM2N’s 
most recently completed project, a supermarket-
turned-residential building, Mathias Müller 
and Daniel Niggli used simple materials and 
methods to make a structure that had fallen into 
disuse into an impressive work of architecture. 
‘The dialectic division between old and new 
doesn't interest us,’ Müller wrote in Both And, 
a 2009 monograph on his work. ‘Exciting is the 
question of how old and new become a cohesive 
whole. In the near future, we'll have to increas-
ingly address issues with 1960s’ and 1970s’ con-
struction that no longer fulfils today's functional 
and technical demands.’ His message is clear: the 
original use or appearance of a building hardly 
plays any role; EM2N is far more interested in 
recognizing a building's fundamental structure 
and in using it to enrich the new function.

 The firm applied this strategy to the 
conversion of a 1960s’ supermarket located in 
the middle of Rosenberg, an affluent neigh-
bourhood on the outskirts of Winterthur. For 
two years after the supermarket closed its 
doors, the premises were occupied by young 
squatters, making the building a bit of a local 
problem. DN2M, a project developer and sub-
sidiary of EM2N, discovered the supermarket 
on homegate.ch, a Swiss real-estate site. DN2M 
bought the property, and EM2N transformed 
the building into an owner-occupied apartment 
complex.
 One argument for retaining the original 
skeleton of the unimaginative building was 
the great potential in its 4-m-high ceilings. 
‘From an economic point of view, we wouldn't 
have opted for such dimensions in a new-build 
complex of this type,’ says project developer 
Marc Holle. But the roomy interior was pre-
cisely what attracted them to the supermarket. 
‘In the new apartments, people get space, not 
materiality,’ he says. To get the benefit of the 
spatial generosity of the former sales area – 
and to do it sensibly – EN2M split the existing 

one-storey building into two levels, but only 
in the bedrooms and other subsidiary rooms. 
The main living spaces have soaring ceilings. 
Portions of the basement ceiling were removed 
to guarantee proper room heights on all levels. 
‘The biggest challenge was deciding how we'd 
divide up the building,’ says Holle. The com-
pletely distinctive designs of the four corner 
units and the central apartment – which range 
in area from 140 to 180 m2 – are the result of 
varied alignments. But all interiors are based 
on the same principles: the entrance leads 
either directly or via a vestibule into a central 
area – which the architects call a ‘hall’ – that 
accommodates kitchen, dining room and living 
room. Bedrooms, bathrooms and remaining 
spaces are stacked in the spatial layer behind 
this core; these rooms are staggered from the 
entrance level and connected by a staircase. ‘To 
give each house one or two additional rooms 
and a roof terrace, we added a recessed upper 
storey with a timber panel construction,’ says 
Holle.
 It is not only the height of the ‘hall’ that 
creates a sense of luxury in this landscape of 

single-family apartments, which represents 
a typology that so often seems regimented. 
Like pictures, a staggered arrangement of 
interior windows marks the 4-m-high wall. 
Marc Holle calls this ‘the inner façade’. As a 
result, the split levels of each apartment enter 
into a spatial relationship with the main living 
space, and vice versa. ‘This allows me to see the 
children in their room or talk to my husband 
in the workroom when I'm in the kitchen,’ says 
a resident. Windows or sliding elements divide 
certain rooms from the living area, provid-
ing acoustic control as well as added privacy. 
Natural light entering these spaces indirectly 
generates a constantly changing atmosphere 
throughout the day. 
 The principle of the inner façade continues 
on the outside of the building. ‘Window sizes 
are mixed, as we didn’t want a clear division 
between living-room and bedroom windows,’ 
says Holle. You can’t read the various interior 
functions of these apartments from the outside; 
only the panoramic windows of corner units 
act as stabilizing elements and create a clear 
relationship with the garden. Walls and ceilings 

are punctuated by skylights and stairwells 
that draw light into the building, directly or 
indirectly. ‘This simple intervention gives the 
tower-like living area an even more spacious 
feel,’ says Holle.
 Plaster on exterior walls is another of the 
architects’ design devices. ‘We wanted the 
building to have a texture that would empha-
size its horizontality,’ says Holle, explaining 
how a craftsman ran a household scrubber 
back and forth through the wet, coarse plaster. 
‘Lines in the plaster show his handiwork, which 
was later coated in a metallic glaze. Depending 
on how the light falls on it, the surface shines 
in various ways.’ The raw material was crucial 
to the outcome. ‘We wanted the plaster on the 
new upper storey to be coarser than that on 
the existing building’s insulated brick walls.’ 
The linear texture is more noticeable on the 
outer walls of the upper floor and, depending 
on light conditions, appears to be a darker col-
our. ‘With this simple method, we added value 
to the building, whose exterior differentiates 
this apartment complex from many standard 
examples.’

01 roof volumes playfully recede 
and projecT, enhancing The charac-
Ter of The recTangular building.

02 The exTerior Walls of The neW up-
per sTorey have been plasTered in a 
slighTly darker grey Than Those of 
The exisTing building.
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 Although each ‘hall house’ is based on the 
same principles, the extent to which individual 
units differ from one another becomes obvious 
in two examples. The new residents of Unit Four 
liked the supermarket's ribbed concrete ceiling 
so much that they wanted to keep it even after 
the conversion. Today, the supporting structure 
has an industrial charm that seems almost nos-
talgic. ‘The effort involved in leaving the ceiling 
exposed, however, was enormous,’ says Holle. 
‘There was a lot of spackling and painting, and 
at the edge of the ceiling pieces of cork from 
the former insulation appeared, which had to be 
pried away with great care. For the skilled work-
ers involved in the operation, it was like writing 
a dissertation.’ For now, the ceiling in Unit Four 
remains a relic of the former supermarket. In 
the rest of the building, dropped ceilings conceal 
the original construction. 
 Another example is the nonstandard colour 
scheme chosen by the people living in Unit 
Two, who wanted something different for their 
interior walls. Having worked with artist and 
colour specialist Jörg Niederberger many times 
in previous projects, EM2N recommended him 

to the owners, who teamed up with Niederberg-
er to develop a unique palette for their home. 
‘The dialogue with the owners was an exciting 
experience,’ says Niederberger, ‘because couples 
often have different ideas about colour, and 
you have to establish a relationship based on 
trust before you can come up with a concept.’ 
In addition to their personal preferences, which 
were identified at the artist's studio, the couple 
kept their existing furniture in mind while 
developing a colour concept for the apartment, 
choosing hues for the walls that reflect the yel-
low and light-green tones of the furniture. The 
artist saw EN2M’s architecture as an important 
factor as well. ‘Since wall openings between 
the central living space and the split-level area 
produce an atmosphere of light in the various 
rooms, my job was to create a colourful environ-
ment that would underscore this atmosphere.’ 
Glazed openings in the walls were an advantage. 
‘Through them, colours move seamlessly from 
one space to another,’ says Niederberger. To 
emphasize the height of the living area, he had 
planes of colour extend vertically over the walls. 
 One can say with certainty that this build-

ing does not represent a historically valuable 
asset. ‘We never would have built it new like 
this,’ says Holle. The contour of the building, 
with its indentations and protuberances, does 
not do justice to what is an outstanding archi-
tectural achievement. ‘But we tried to show the 
quality involved by applying a logic of recesses 
and additions to the new upper storey and roof 
terraces,’ he says. Economic concerns were 
reason enough to preserve the main volume. 
‘If we'd torn it down, we would have redefined 
the boundaries of the property, leaving the 
new construction on a smaller site.’ Today, the 
building’s new function seems so self-evident 
that it’s as if the former supermarket has 
always been a residential complex. Humans are 
creatures of habit, however, so it's not surpris-
ing that locals can often be heard asking new 
residents whether they are ‘one of those people 
living in the old supermarket’.

www.em2n.ch

01 The colour scheme used in uniT 
TWo accenTuaTes The spaciousness 
of The inTerior.

02 an inTerior WindoW creaTes a 
sighTline beTWeen The children’s 
room and The living area. 

03 uniT Three, siTuaTed aT The cenTre 
of The oTher four aparTmenTs, is The 
only dWelling WiTh exTerior Walls aT 
boTh fronT and back.

04 a void WiTh skylighT inTerrupTs a 
long sighTline in uniT Three.
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01 The oWners of uniT four are The 
only residenTs Who chose To leave 
The original ceiling beams exposed.

02 a shorT flighT of sTraighT sTairs 
connecTs The sTaggered rooms of 
each aparTmenT’s spliT-level area.

axonomeTric.

longiTudinal secTion.

cross secTion of The original building.

firsT sTorey.

second sTorey.

basemenT.

ground floor.
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“we wouldN't have opted for 
Such diMeNSioNS iN a New-build 

coMplex of thiS type”
− Marc Holle −


